
 

The protection of your personal data is important to us; the information you have provided will be stored and used exclusively for internal 
processing purposes. I/we acknowledge that by filling out this rental request, I/we cannot assert a legal claim to the rental of an 
apartment. 

Questionnaire for prospective tenants Valid for one year 

Personal details 

Last name / First name:   /  

                      (Prospective tenant)                                                              (Prospective co-tenant) 

Street / House no.:            

Post code / City:            

Dialling code / Tel. no.:                                                                   Mobile:              

Email:                                                                                              Nationality:         

Birth year:                                 Birth year:      

        (Prospective tenant)               (Prospective co-tenant) 

If applicable, birth name:             

I am/we are looking for a new apartment for _____ people; of these, _____ are under 18. 

What is your current occupation? __________________________________________ 

Do you have or are you due to receive a certificate of eligibility for social housing 

(Wohnberechtigungsschein/WBS)? Y E S  _____ N O  _____ 

Have you rented from BGW before? Y E S  _____ N O  _____ 

Search criteria for your desired apartment 

From when are you looking for a new apartment? ____________________ 

The maximum rent (not including heating costs) of the desired apartment should be ________________ euros. 

I would prefer to live in the following area(s) of the city (multiple selections possible): 

Altenhagen  Brönninghausen  Heepen  Milse  Schildesche  Stieghorst  

Baumheide  Dornberg  Heidekamp  Mitte  Senne  Ubbedissen  

Brackwede  Gadderbaum   Hillegossen  Oldentrup  Sennestadt  Ummeln  

Brake  Gellershagen  Jöllenbeck  Quelle  Sieker  Vilsendorf  

Theesen  

The desired apartment should be at least       m² and no more than    m² in size, and should 

have at least   and no more than    rooms, including the kitchen and bathroom. 

 

The location of the apartment in the building is   extremely important        preferable         not important      

  Ground floor  First floor            Middle floor                 Top floor      

Do you rely on a bus or tram connection? Y E S  _____ N O  _____ 

Which features are an absolute must for your future apartment? 

 Balcony                 Lift       Cellar/attic                Bathroom with bathtub      

 Other, specifically:   

Other wishes:  

 


